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WHO WE ARE

A one year faith based addictions recovery center.
A seaside acreage where hard work, discipleship, community and
learning new skills are a way of life.
A non-profit society devoted to seeing men set free from the chains
that bind them and move forward with a new hope and excitement for
the future allowing Jesus to take the Helm...

THE NEED
-In 2016 the number of people seeking
treatment at Halifax
area hospitals or calling for help
doubled from the previous year
-In 2018 Nova Scotia exceeded every
other province in cannabis sales
totalling $660k during 1st day of
legalization
-Nova Scotia has a substance abuse rate
of 13.8%, 3% higher than the national
average of 11%
-With a population of approx. 980,000
the province has a staggering
addictions rate of over 130,000
individuals struggling
-Research shows that at any given time
there are 30,000 Nova Scotia
residents willing to undergo treatment
-There are currently no designated faith
based, one year addictions recovery
programs for men within the province
-There are a very limited number of
residential treatment
centers within the city of Halifax
-Although there is no conclusive data
it is widely recognized that Covid-19
has significantly impacted addictions
rates as well as the need for help

OUR FARM

The Helm is a 7.5 acre hobby farm located in the beautiful
St. Margaret’s Bay region of Halifax Regional Municipality.
Our 4500 square foot residence has been lovingly renovated
and designed to offer our residents, staff and volunteers the
most healing and enjoyable atmosphere possible.
From our cozy great room, which functions as classroom,
living room and space to host chapel, to our dining hall,
counselling rooms and large shared bedrooms,
each space has been crafted
with YOU in mind.

Our gardens, trails,
fields and forest
areas provide
spaces of peace and
tranquility.
Although we are
right on the
bustling Peggy’s
Cove Rd (10 minutes
to Tantallon and 1/2
hour drive to
Halifax) the moment
you pull up the
driveway you’ll feel
a million miles
away!
There are plenty of
outbuildings and
ways to stay busy
and contribute at the
Helm.
Our property is home
to a woodshop,
workshop, barn,
coops, goat
enclosure,
storefront, food
trailer, sawmill, and
coffee roaster, with
plans for future
development.

HELMEssentials
At The Helm Center we attribute a successful recovery on campus and long after
graduation, to an ongoing understanding and pursuit of these 8 fundamentals that we
call the Helm Essentials:

LEARNING
We encourage lifelong learning, our program offers a wide range of classes including ,
pornography, life skills, mental health and Bible studies. Self study through 12 steps,
counselling and group therapy all contribute towards health both mentally and spiritually.

FAITH
While faith is neither an admission requirement nor is it forced here, it is very much a part of
our program. Similar to the 12 steps we believe that there are immeasurable benefits to living
with the knowledge that there is a higher power. These benefits are found in discovering who
God is and what the Bible teaches about His purposes and plans for our lives.

FUN
Healthy living is fun! Learning new extracurricular activities that don't revolve around
drugs and alcohol is so important. There is joy and life to the full waiting.

COMMUNITY
Finding mentorship, safe friendships, healthy work environments and community are all
crucial parts of recovery. Our aim is to help with integration.

STRUCTURE
A new life includes all new habits. At The Helm there is an emphasis placed on time
management, healthy eating, exercise, sleep schedules and devotion time.

WORK
We believe that hard work, finding new skill sets and purpose will help set our residents up
for success. 50% of our daily program is dedicated to work maintaining the society.

SERVING
While self awareness and inner healing are invaluable there is also something to be said
about getting our minds off of ourselves to helping others. Giving back through serving
neighbours, those less fortunate, and cleaning our community are some great examples of
ways to find purpose and joy through being productive and helpful members of society.

BROTHERHOOD
At The Helm we value brotherhood. This is a unique and finite period of time shared by and
understood by a small group of people. The encouragement, accountability, compassion,
empathy and motivation gained at the Helm will help with healthy character development.
We encourage the honouring of brotherhood as the bonds formed here will last a lifetime.

THE Program
Helm weekday programming is divided into two areas of focus,
in-class studies/counselling and manual work around the farm.

Counselling
Group therapy
Steps (Uturn)
Care plans,
Testimony/peer review
Relapse prevention plan
Resume
Career preparation
Helm Classes:
anxiety, depression,
addiction,
PTSD, the Bible,
ALPHA, boundaries,
forgiveness, parenting,
relationships,
finances, work ethic,
hygiene,
physical fitness,
pornography.

Manual work
may include,
farm animal care,
woodworking,
leather work,
property care,

food service,
coffee roasting,
sawmill operation,
small mechanical jobs,
snow removal
and all of the work
necessary to help
keep the Helm
beautiful and
operational for residents,
staff and guests.
We are all
in this together.

THE Program

In an ongoing effort to be environmentally
conscious and forward thinking as well as greatly reduce
printing costs, Helm residents will each be assigned personal
tablets. Programming, homework, journalling, reading, relapse
prevention, care plans and resumes will all be stored in one
easily accessible place thereby helping prep residents for the
future as well as greatly reduce printing costs.

HELM Budget
$475,000

RESIDENT CARE

2021

$70,000
food, first aid, ppe, hygiene,
clothing, linens, training, extra curricular

MENTAL HEALTH
$100,000

MENTAL HEALTH
21.1%

counselling, classes, literature,
seminars, group therapy, staff training

RESIDENT CARE
14.7%
HOUSE
6.3%

HOUSE

$30,000

utilities, insurance, maintenance,
janitorial, appliances, furnishings

PROPERTY
$90,000

PROPERTY
18.9%

landscaping, vehicles, equipment,
tools, storehouse, snow removal

ADMINISTRATION
38.9%

ADMINISTRATION
$185,000

public relations, salaries, licences,
technology, accounting, stationery,
merch, legal fees, insurance

VISIT WWW.THEHELMCENTER.CA

Our lives once darkened by addiction
were given restoration, purpose and
direction and that is now the prayer
for every resident who will grace our
new facility. It’s our mission!
We’ve been given a vision, prayed,
acted and with your support are now
a registered charity, a working farm
renovated and prepared for 12 men
who will join us in 2021 to start their
new life. The final step in this
portion of The Helm’s story is this
campaign. ONE HUNDRED pledge
partners, committing to 100 dollars
monthly.
We know that some families,
business and organizations are able
to give more, some less, that’s great,
the whole is so much greater than
the sum of it’s parts. It’s our
collective effort that will see The
Helm succeed.
This target amount will ensure that
we are able to provide quality
counselling, teaching, food, housing
and all of the resources necessary
for our program to function. Your
$23 weekly will change the lives and
legacy of many through the years.

BECOME A PLEDGE PARTNER TODAY

HELM Staff

Kevin & Dawn Bralovich

FOUNDERS/EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
OPERATIONS, PROGRAMMING, FUNDRAISING, DESIGN, PASTORAL CARE
Our directors and their children are a living breathing testimony of God’s faithfulness and restoration.
In 1999 a week before marrying, Kevin began a 4 year journey through methamphetamine addiction
and was subsequently sentenced to serve one year at a recovery farm in Nova Scotia (the former
Hope Farm Society). Kevin and Dawn's journey has given them the perspective and hands on
knowledge of what those still “stuck” in addiction are going through. The couple spent nearly a
decade in BC’s lower mainland pastoring Recovery Church (a service focused on ministering to
those from the addictions community), directing at Wagner Hills Farm (a successful residential
addictions recovery farm with 40 years experience in the industry) , serving on boards and one on
one in the addictions community. Their work in recovery is not just a passion, it’s a calling. Since
relocating to NS in 2019 they have established a home and roots for their family, purchased a
property, received the Helm's charitable status, developed the land, buildings and program now
known as The Helm Center Society.

Dr Matt Morgan. MD. FRCPC

Assistant Professor Dalhousie University
DIRECTOR OF MENTAL HEALTH

Matt was born into a family that believed in restoration and being a Good Samaritan to those in need. Giving
away from what you have been given is a core value for him, his wife and his two boys. Professionally, he has
practiced Psychiatry for over 15 years and teaches psychotherapy to Psychiatry residents at Dalhousie. He has
experience with all mental health issues and more recently has developed an interest in treating trauma
disorders and addiction. In the words of Isaiah 61:1, he feels called to comfort the broken-hearted and to
proclaim that the prisoners of mental illness and addiction will be freed. He has a passion for reducing the
stigma of mental illness and medical treatment within the Faith community.

Margaret Power
HOUSE MANAGER

Margaret comes to us with an education in social work and career experience in property management.
Once an addict who struggled for nearly 35 years, she overcame brokenness and found healing through her
commitment to the program at a residential treatment facility similar in design to the Helm. Post recovery
she then spent 2 years serving full time at that same organization. This life changing experience fuelled her
drive to help others and makes her the perfect candidate for House Manager.

Liz Burton

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
The minute Liz heard about the Helm she felt a spark of excitement and knew she had to be a part of what
will happen on the farm. She has been a foster parent for 12 years and has witnessed the result addictions
can have on families. We once asked Liz what her strengths are and in what way she would like to add value
to the Helm, her response “I love to make the load that leaders carry lighter” and that she does! She’s
servant hearted, highly administrative and helps keep us organized.

Based on our property and programming we have designed 8
specialized serving teams at The Helm. Please visit our website at
WWW.THEHELMCENTER.CA
to apply and join the growing list of Helm friends who are finding
purpose and joy through volunteering

CARE

CARE

HELM

The Helm Care team is a collaborative of
individuals with the experience and heart
necessary to help our residents with their
mental, physical, spiritual and exit
strategy care. Do you have medical,
physical education, counselling, ministry
or teaching experience? If you answered
yes than this is the team for you.
Opportunities may include but are not
limited to, first aid, teaching, leading
sports activities, prayer support, hosting
studies, taking residents to scheduled
appointments, helping with job hunting,
resumes, receiving GED’s and
certifications, tutoring, mentoring.

SUPPORT

The support team’s goal is to provide relief
for staff after hours, during times of
illness and for scheduled vacations. This
Helm team is comprised of men who would
love to oversee sporting activities or
organize board game tournaments, play
video games, go for hikes, take the guys to
the beach, hang out for movie nights or
just engage in healthy conversation while
we as a staff can’t be here.

Teams

WORSHIP

Do you have experience on church worship teams? We are growing a roster of seasoned musicians
and leaders for Friday morning chapel, Helm nights and special events. We envision a team of folks
from multiple churches working together to help foster an environment of worship here at the Helm.

FOOD

Do you have barista, food service industry, customer service experience or a passion for food and
coffee in general? The food team here at the Helm helps us with our food trailer, coffee roaster and
baking for special events.

STOREHOUSE

The Storehouse is our market that operates in conjunction with our trailer and coffee roaster.
Part of our resident program includes learning skills and creating products for resale. This Helm
team helps with finding donated vintage items for resale, caring for our store, managing point of
sale (square), tracking inventory, producing items and in store display as well as advertising. If you
are highly creative, have retail experience and strong customer service skills than this is a fun
serving opportunity for you!

GROUNDSKEEPING

We are a 7.5 acre hobby farm with multiple gardens, trails, woodsy sitting areas and fruit trees. This
team has a green thumb and a few hours to spare to help our residents care for, weed, plant and
cultivate the property here at the Helm.

CRITTER CARE

This Helm team has a heart for animal care and helping us develop our program here. The goal is to
come alongside our residents and help train them up in how to love and care for our chickens, goats,
pigs, the wildlife here and maybe a few other critters as we continue to grow as a farm.

WOODSHOP

The woodshop team is a group who have the skill set and shop experience necessary to help train our
residents in the safety and operation of tools as well as help produce items made for resale in our
Storehouse. In addition to our shop we also operate a sawmill, this area of our program is for
applicants with hands on experience operating a mill.

RELATIONSHIPS
We at The Helm hold fast to Proverbs 27:17 "As iron sharpens iron, so a friend sharpens a
friend." We value the importance of relationships with excellent organizations for the
purpose of accountability, support, wisdom, transparency and prayer.It is our great blessing
to be in community with an amazing group of businesses, organizations and individuals from
across the country. Their dedication has helped take the Helm from vision to reality.

THE HELM Board
NANCY MILLER
CO-LEAD
PASTOR
NOVA CHURCH

JASON ROBERTS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
WAGNER HILLS
FARM SOCIETY

SHAMUS JONES
PRESIDENT
SHAMUS JONES
CONSTRUCTION

KEVIN BRALOVICH
DIRECTOR
THE HELM CENTER
SOCIETY

DAWN BRALOVICH
DIRECTOR
THE HELM CENTER
SOCIETY

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
"The atmosphere invites feelings of faith, hope and love, where anything good that you can imagine will happen."

"The anticipation of all the good that’s going to happen here, and all that
God has planned, is electric" June Zinck

Paul Holmes

"It feels as though, the love and time I’ve put into the Helm, in turn, has been poured right back into me.
Through sowing and serving, I myself have been watered and refreshed, and have found my own spirit restored
and my mind renewed. I am, in so many ways, a better person stepping out of the Helm, than I was when I first
stepped in." Mandy Deboer

"It is an honour to be able to lead and oversee worship at a ministry that is going after the broken to bring restoration."

Jock Hiltz

STAYConnected
ATTEND CHAPEL & CHILI FRIDAY MORNINGS 10:30
JOIN THE PRAYER TEAM AT : PRAYER@THEHELMCENTER.CA
902-821-2444
EMAIL INFO@THEHELMCENTER.CA
12331 PEGGYS COVE RD, GLEN HAVEN NS, B3Z2RZ
@THEHELMCENTER.HFX
WWW.THEHELMCENTER.CA
@THEHELMCENTER.HFX

There’s no place like Helm.

